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GENERATION OF ALTERNATIVES 
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FEASIBILITY OF THE ALTERNATIVES GENERATED 
> DEFINITION OF THE AREA 
> INCOMPATIBILITY BETWEEN ENVIRONMENT AND INSTALLATION 
> LAY-OUTS 
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DESIGN OF THE ALTERNATIVE SELECTED 
> IMPROVEMENT OF THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE LOCATION 
> IMPACT OF THE INSTALLATION OVER THE ENVIRONMENT 
> DETAILED DESIGN 
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4. CHECKING 
¿HOW? 
Use of the methodology with different offshore wind farms 
DIFICULTIES 
to obtain the required information, because of: 
Scarce experience in offshore wind 
Confidential informartion 
COMPLEX PROCCESS OF SELECTION 
4. CHECKING 
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PROYECTOS SELECTED: 
Thornton Bank (Bélgica) 
Beatrice (UK) 
Burbo (UK) 
London Array (UK) 
Egmon aan Zee (Holanda) 
Horns Rev (Dinamarca) 
Middelgrunden (Dinamarca) 




